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Course Summary

• Input/Output

• File Handling

• Using the NAG Library  



Input/Output 

Data can be read into the program by means of the READ statement, 

the simplest syntax of which is:

READ( unit , format ) list

where unit is either  UNIT= n or  n , n being an integer representing the 
input channel number and  format is  FMT=format_label or a character 
string/variable and list is the list of variables to read into.

Similarly data output  from a program is achieved by means of the 
WRITE or PRINT statements the simplest syntax of which is:

WRITE(unit,format,) list

PRINT format , list



Input/Output

• READ and WRITE examples:

READ(*,*) N

READ( 5,* ) N

READ(UNIT=5,100) N

100 FORMAT( I8 )

READ(UNIT=5,FMT=110) A

110 FORMAT( F12.4 )

Substituting WRITE for READ in the above statements 
will yield a valid WRITE statements with the data 
flowing in the opposite direction.



Reading the command line arguments

Particularly on Unix platforms,  commands are issued with parameters 
that follow them.  For example the command to copy files (cp) is 
issued as:   cp filea fileb 

Here filea and fileb are two parameters passed to the command cp.

Do you wonder how these command line parameters are read?  

Here is a Fortran program which does that using the special functions 
iargc and getarg.

program testarg

character argv*10

integer i, iargc, m

m = iargc()

do i = 1, m

call getarg ( i, argv )

write( *, '( i2, 1x, a )' ) i, argv

end do

end



Examining the I/O units

Write(*, …. )

Fortran  program

Read(*, … ) or Print …

A Fortran program will always have default connections to the standard input and 
standard output. In the case of an interactive job this will be Screen and Keyboard as 
shown here. 
• * Will always imply default i/o. Different compilers associate different unit ‘channel’ 
numbers with default i/o devices. Usually 5 => keyboard ,  6=>display 
•Therefore ( READ(5, … means READ(*, … )  and WRITE(6,.. ) means WRITE(*,…) 



Reading from a file

Fortran  program       

D
ata.filOpen( Unit=12,File=‘data.fil’,action=‘read’)

READ(12, … )

READ(12, … )

READ(12, … )

CLOSE( UNIT=12 )

REWIND( UNIT=12 )



Writing to a file

Fortran  program       

o
utp

u
t.filOpen( Unit=12,File=‘output.fil’,action=‘WRITE’)

WRITE(12, … )

WRITE(12, … )

WRITE(12, … )

CLOSE( UNIT=12 )



Examining the I/O units

Fortran  Program

Input F
ile

O
utput F

ile

Read / Write File



Examining the I/O units

Fortran  Program

Input F
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OPEN … unit specifier 

A unit specifier is a positive integer number that allows us to form 
an association between a file and our program.

It can be thought of as communications channel number.

Portability tips : Avoid using 0, 1, 2, 5 and 6 as unit numbers when 
opening files as may be associated witht the default 
input/output channels. 

Safe to use 10 and higher.

Avoid numbers beyond 128 as well !  

Unit= may be omitted if it is the first token. 

Example : 

OPEN(UNIT=15,FILE=‘MYDATA’ ) is the same as …

OPEN(15,FILE=‘MYDATA’ )



OPEN … FILE specifier …

Along with the UNIT specifier, FILE specifier is the most important 
element of the OPEN statement.

It can be a character constant or a character variable.

For example: 

CHARACTER*32 FNAME=‘mydata.fil’

OPEN(UNIT=16,FILE=FNAME )

Is the same as

OPEN(UNIT=16,FILE=‘mydata.fil’ )

If a filename is not fully qualified it is assumed to be in the current 
working directory. Alternatively filenames can be fully qualified 

For example;  
OPEN(UNIT=17,FILE=‘/scratch/cs4un5/tmp/sample.dat’ ) 



OPEN … Status of files

STATUS flag is very useful and more intuative to use.

STATUS= ‘OLD’ File must be an existing file.

STATUS=‘NEW’ File must not exist.

STATUS=‘SCRATCH’ File will be deleted at the end of the execution.

STATUS=‘UNKNOWN’ Most forgiven form. 

STATUS=‘REPLACE’ . Create if does not exist, Overwrite if it does.

PIT FALL WARNING: When using STATUS=‘NEW’ a program may 
work the first time it is run and fail to work in subsequent runs.



OPEN … ACTION specifier

The ACTION specifier can be used to clarify your intent about the 
read/write access required to a particular file when it is 
OPENed. 

ACTION=‘READ’

ACTION=‘WRITE’

ACTION=‘READWRITE’

When READ is specified WRITE to that file will fail.

When WRITE is specified READ from that file will fail.

READWRITE will put no restrictions but beware of danger of 
deleting contents of exixsing files unintentionally. 



OPEN … Position Specifier

If no position is specied the file-pointer points to the 
beginning ( the first record ) of a file.

Therefore this specifier is only needed if appending to 
an existing file is desired.

POSITION= ‘APPEND’



OPEN … Error handling related

The specifiers IOSTAT= , END= and ERR= are all useful for trapping 
unexpected errors during file handling and taking the necessary 
actions, even if it is just to put out a message and terminate the 
program. 

All good programs should make use of one or more of these. 
Without these specifiers, if an error occurs during an OPEN statement the 

program will terminate immediately.  
For example trying to open a non-existing files with STATUS=‘OLD’  or 

trying to open a file with only READ access by using ACTION=‘WRITE’ 
are two such possible causes of errors.

If IOSTAT=integer_var is used in an OPEN statement then errors during 
that OPEN will not cause a termination but the integer variable 
specified by IOSTAT will be given a non-zero value to indicate that an 
error occured.

If there were no errors IOSTAT will return 0. 
It is therefore essential to have test statement of the form as follows

OPEN(UNIT=NUMU,FILE=FILNAME,IOSTAT=IWHAT) 
IF( IWHAT .NE. 0 ) THEN ! Do error handling …



Error handling from READ/WRITE statements

ERR= specifier is particularly useful with the READ statements 
when formatting errors may result in a misread.

END=specifier is also very useful in combination with the READ 
statement particularly when reading files of unknown length. 

IOSTAT values returned by READ,WRITE, OPEN, CLOSE, 
REWIND, BACKSPACE, INQUIRE statements: These are not 
defined by standards. Every compiler has documented list of 
IOSTAT values and what they mean. 0 always means it is OK.



READ statement with the END specifier 

K= 0

DO      

READ( 15,*, END=20 ) buffer(k+1)

K = K + 1

:

ENDDO

20  NUM_OF_RECORDS = K

:

If the end of the file is reached when attempting to READ, 
execution will jump to the statement labeled 20.



READ statement with the ERR specifier 

40 Write(‘ Your passcode must be a whole integer number’ )

: 

Write(*,(‘ENTER YOUR PASSCODE:’ ) 

READ(*  ,  ’(I10) ’ , ERR = 40 ) ICODE

: 

Here, user typing a real number or any non-numeric characters 
will cause an error condition. In that situation, without the ERR= 
clause this program would terminate. However, with the ERR= 
clause the program will continue executing from the statement 
label referred by the ERR clause.   



Input/Output using read/write 

FORMATTED, READ or WRITE:
READ(UNIT=u, FMT=fmt, IOSTAT=ios, ERR=er_lab, END=end_lab, 

ADVANCE=string ) list
WRITE( … same as above …)  list
UNFORMATTED, READ or WRITE:
READ(UNIT=u, IOSTAT=ios, ERR=er_lab, END=end_lab,ADVANCE=string ) list
WRITE( … same as above …)  list
DIRECT, READ or WRITE: 
READ(UNIT=u, REC=n, IOSTAT=ios, ERR=er_lab, END=end_lab ) list
WRITE( … same as above… )  list

KEYWORDS: UNIT=unit_number (INTEGER) ,FMT=format_label  or CHARACTER 
VARIABLE/STRING) 
IOSTAT=integer_variable, ERR=label_id.  END=label_id
REC=record_number (INTEGER )

ADVANCE=‘YES’   or ‘NO’ 



Close Statement

When you finished processing files opened using the OPEN statement you 
may close them “and hence detach them from your program” by using the 
CLOSE statement. 

Syntax: 

CLOSE ( UNIT=u, IOSTAT=ios,ERR=label,STATUS=‘status’)

All except unit is optional. I.e.  CLOSE(24) is perfectly acceptable.

IOSTAT and ERR are as described earlier. 

STATUS is a character variable or string with the value ‘KEEP’ or ‘DELETE’
that requires the action to take upon closing. 

Notes: 

- All files are closed automatically when a program terminates.

- You can use the same unit number again and again to open another file 
once you closed a unit. 



Rewind and Backspace Statements

Rewind the file back to the beginning. I.e. move the file 
pointer to the beginning of the file.

REWIND unit_no 

REWIND (  UNIT= unit_no , IOSTAT= IOS , ERR= label)

Go back to the last record read ( so as to be able to re-read it )

Or the last record written ( so as to over-write it with a new one)

BACKSPACE unit_no

BACKSPACE( UNIT= unit_no , IOSTAT=IOS , ERR=label )

Not applicable to direct access files



INQUIRE statement

Check the status of a file;

Examples;

INQUIRE(file=filename , EXIST=logical_var )

Can take also the following parameters;

IOSTAT= , NUMBER= , NAMED= ACCESS= , FORM= 

RECL= , NEXTREC= , POSITION= , ACTION= , 
READ= WRITE=, READWRITE=  



Internal I/O

The normal I/O is to the external (files) from READ and 
WRITE statements, such as ;

READ(unit_specifier , format_specifier ) 

WRITE(unit_specifier , format_specifier ) 

Where unit_specifier is UNIT=integer_var or simply 
integer_var.

However, with internal I/O instead of the unit_specifier 
a CHARACTER VARIABLE is used. The effect of this 
is to write the output to ( or read from ) the character 
variable instead of sending it to a file. 



Internal I/O

Example:

CHARACTER*128 LINE

CHARACTER*20 :: NAME=‘Deniz Savas’

CHARACTER*10 :: DEPT =‘CiCS’

INTEGER :: TEL_NO=23023

INTEGER :: ROOM_NO=101

WRITE(LINE,100) DEPT, ROOM_NO, NAME,TEL_NO

100 FORMAT( A10 , I6 , A20 , I5 )

! From now on LINE contains: ‘CiCS … 101 ..Deniz …  
‘



Format Specifications 

Format specifications are used in READ and WRITE 
statements.          

F, E,D,G, P : Used for floating-point numbers

I : Used for Integers

A : Used for character strings

L  : Used for Logical Variables

T , TL,TR :  specify position from left , from-right

X,  ’any_char_string’ ,  /  



Format Specification Examples 

INTEGER :: IYEAR, IMONTH , IDAY 

REAL :: AMARK

CHARACTER*12 :: ANAME , AFORM         

READ( IU , 100 ) IYEAR,ANAME,AMARK

100 FORMAT(I8,2X,A12,5X,F12.4)

AFORM=‘(2X,3(I6,1X) )’ 

READ( IU, FMT=AFORM ) IYEAR,IMONTH,IDAY

WRITE(IO,120) ANAME , AMARK , IDAY

120 FORMAT( 5X,A,4X,G12.4 ,’  ON DAY NO: ‘, I8 )



File Handling Examples

Examples:

CHARACTER*36 FILNAM

INTEGER K

OPEN (UNIT = 10 , FILE= ‘DATA.FIL’)

OPEN(UNIT =11, FILE=‘TEST.TXT’,STATUS=‘OLD’ )

OPEN(UNIT=K ,FILE=FILNAM , STATUS=‘NEW’)

CLOSE(UNIT=11)

CLOSE(UNIT=12,STATUS=‘DELETE’)



Exercises

Perform exercise 11 from the exercises sheet



Using the NAG Library

National Algorithms Group Library contains a large selection of 
well tested numerical procedures that are ready to use from 
your programs written in Fortran. 

The NAG library is structured into chapters, each chapter covering 
a related set of numerical problems.Chapters has names of the 
form 

<character><digit><digit>  

For example : D01  , F07  so on …

The first three characters of each routine (i.e. subroutine or 
function ) in the NAG library reflects the chapter it belongs to. 

e.g C06EBF  , F07AVF   (the last character is usually F to 
indicate Fortran)  Note that 0 is ZERO and not O. A very 
common error!



Nag library (implementation and versions)

• The current NAG FORTRAN library version number is 21 and 
NAG C-Library version number is 4. 

• New routines get added at each version as well as the old 
routines removed. No routine is removed without a new 
recommended replacement. 

• The change between versions are reasonably slow and steady.
• For a given version, there are many compiler-specific 

implementations. This is because the library is not in source 
form but in binary form, making it necessary to compile it by 
using a particular compiler to enable using it with the same 
compiler. 

• However, on source level, all programs calling the NAG library 
are portable for that version, i.e. not dependent on 
implementation.



Some Common Errors when using NAG

• Has the NAG routine been called with the correct number 
of parameters?
Make sure the type and order of the parameters match 
perfectly.

• Do the parameters all have the correct type?
NAG Library uses DOUBLE PRECISION reals. Therefore 
declare all REALS that will be passed to NAG as DOUBLE 
PRECISION
Do not mix your Integers and Reals.  For example; 1 is not the 
same as 1.0 ( The first will be taken to be integer, The second 
will be taken as REAL) Neither will work if it NAG expects a 
double precision number. Use 1.0D0 to make it work. 

• Have all array parameters been dimensioned correctly?
NAG requires the declared array sizes to be passed as 
parameters.Make sure you are passing the correct numbers as 
used in dimension statements.



NAG Library ( IFAIL parameter )

Almost all NAG routines use a parameter named IFAIL.
This is an integer variable that will contain a value to indicate if any 

errors were detected. You must pass an integer variable ( and not 
an integer constant !) as the IFAIL parameter. 

I.E Declare a variable INTEGER :: IFAIL  and pass it.
Just before calling the routine set a value to IFAIL to indicate how the 

NAG library will deal with an error condition. 
Set IFAIL=0  ! NAG will fail and terminate program if an error occurs.

IFAIL=1  ! NAG will not write out an error message. It will return to 
calling program.
IFAIL=-1  ! NAG will write out an error and return to calling 
program.

On return, you must always test the value of IFAIL. 
i.E  IF ( IFAIL .NE. 0 ) THEN  …..



Using the NAG Library on iceberg

The NAG library has been compiled with the PGI fortran77 
compiler and can be used in association with the pgf77 and 
pgf90 compilers. 

We recommend the use of the pgf90 compiler if your program 
contains any of the new Fortran 90 syntax:

The following command will compile and link your Fortran program 
that calls one or more NAG library routines.

pgf90 myfile.f90 –lnag21 –lacml 

or 

pgf90 myfile.f90 –lnag -lacml

Please see following page for further information:

http://docs.iceberg.shef.ac.uk/en/latest/iceberg/software/libs/nagfor
tran.html



Using the NAG Library on Windows

The NAG library has been compiled with the Salford fortran77/95 compiler 
and can be used in association with the Salford f95  compiler and slink 
linker. 

The NAG Version 20 CDs for the Salford Compilers are available from 
the Main Computer Centre on Hounsfield Road for the cost of the 
media. 

The following commands will compile and link your Fortran program that 
calls one or more NAG library routines.

f95 myfile.f90 /intl  /logl  /dreal 
slink 

lo mylile.obj
lo nag_library_directory\lib\nagbl.lib
file 

Now execute by simply typing : myfile

Please see following page for further information:

http://dsavas.staff.shef.ac.uk/software/nag/install.pdf



Browsing the NAG library

• The following link is a good point to start if you know what you want to 
do and just want to see if there are routines available for it in the NAG 
library.

http://www.nag.co.uk/numeric/fl/nagdoc_fl25/html/FRONTMATTER/manconts.html

This link contains a comprehensive list of all the routines available in 
Mark 25 of the NAG library and a very brief description of its purpose. 
Further information about each routine can be obtained by clicking on 
the routine name.



Testing it all …

• Log onto a worker node on iceberg, ( i.e don’t forget qsh ) 
• create a new sub-directory under your username. 
• cd into it  
• Using the module load command, load the compiler of your 

choice and the NAG library that goes with it.
• Use the command nag_example  routinename 

( for example nag_example s14aaf ) 
• See that your directory now contains the test program s14aafe.f

that was used to call the nag routine s14aaf )
If you want to use a NAG routine for your work. Start from here. 

Get the test program, investigate it, modify it and finally run it.
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END OF PART 4


